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Built at the very end of the 16th century as a residence
for Shah Abbas I, this six-storey palace also served as
a monumental gateway to the royal palaces that lay in

the parklands beyond (Ali Qapu means ‘Gate of Ali’). Named
after Abbas’ hero, the Imam Ali, it was built to make an im-
pression, and at six storeys and 38m tall, with its impressive
elevated terrace featuring 18 slender columns, it dominates
one side of Naqsh-e Jahan (Imam) Sq.

The terrace affords a wonderful perspective over the
square and one of the best views of the Masjed-e Shah and

the mountains beyond. The attractive wooden ceiling with in-
tricate inlay work and exposed beams has been painstak-
ingly restored and now attention is turning towards the walls.
Peer behind the scaffolding and watch the artisans at work
and it’s easy to understand why the project is taking so long.

Many of the valuable paintings and mosaics that once
decorated the 52 small rooms, corridors and stairways were
destroyed during the Qajar period and after the 1979 revo-
lution. Fortunately, a few fine examples remain in the throne
room off the terrace, but the real highlight of the palace is

the music room on the upper floor. The stucco ceiling is
stencilled with the shapes of vases and rose-water shakers
to enhance the acoustics. This distinctive craftsmanship,
considered by some to be one of the finest examples of sec-
ular Persian art, extends to the walls creating a mosaic of
shadows. — www.lonelyplanet.com

Hemmed on four sides by architectural gems and em-
bracing the formal fountains and gardens at its center,
this wondrous space is a spectacle in its own right. It

was laid out in 1602 under the reign of the Safavid ruler,
Shah Abbas the Great, to signal the importance of Esfahan
as a capital of a powerful empire. Cross the square on a
clear winter’s day and it’s a hard heart that isn’t entranced
by its beauty.

At 512m long and 163m wide, Naqsh-e Jahan is one of
the largest squares in the world, earning a listing as a Un-
esco World Heritage site. The name means ‘pattern of the
world’ and it was designed to showcase the finest jewels of
the Safavid empire - the incomparable Masjed-e Shah, the
elegant Masjed-e Sheikh Lotfollah and the lavishly decorated
Kakh-e Ali Qapu and Qeysarieh Portal. It is has changed little
since it was built, and at each end the goal posts used in reg-
ular polo games 400 years ago are still in place (these polo
matches are depicted on miniatures for sale around the
square). The only modern additions are the fountains, which
were added by the Pahlavis, and the souvenir and craft
shops, which occupy the spaces on either side of the arched
arcades.

Resisting grumbles from shop owners who occupy the
surrounding arcades, recent civic administrations have re-
stored the square to its full glory by making the entire space
a pedestrian zone. Horse-drawn carriages, a few electric
carts and Shank’s pony are now the only transport in the
square allowing visitors to enjoy the majesty of the view un-
troubled by traffic.

The square is at its best in late afternoon when the blue-
tiled minarets and domes are lit up by the last rays of the sun
and the mountains beyond turn red. This is the time when
local families congregate for a promenade around the
perimeter, the fountains are turned on and the light softens,
illuminating the truly splendid architecture.


